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COOPER platform is a collaborative, open environment
that leverages on the idea of flexible, user-centric process
support. It allows cooperating team members to define col-
laborative processes and flexibly modify the process activi-
ties even during process execution. In this paper we describe
how the incorporation of decentralized user data through
mashups, allows the COOPER platform to support the def-
inition and execution of the so called user profile based ac-
tivities, i.e., process activities that are adapted based on the
preferences of the process actors. We define two basic types
of user profile based activities, namely user adapted activ-
ities and user conditional activities. The first are modeled
according to the user profile data, while the second employs
the same user data to enable automatic workflow decisions.
Categories and Subject Descriptors
D.2.2 [Software Engineering]: [Design Tools and Tech-
niques, Modules and interfaces, Software libraries]; H.5.2
[Information Interfaces and Presentation]: [User In-
terfaces, Graphical user interfaces, Interaction styles]; H.5.4
[Information Interfaces and Presentatio]: [Hypertext
Hypermedia, Architectures]
Keywords
Flexible Processes, Mashups, Web Application Design, Atomic
Activities, User profiles, Adaptive Activities.
1. INTRODUCTION
Workflow Management Systems (WfMSs) support the def-
inition and the execution of business processes. Workflow
applications are typically well-defined and highly repetitive
in nature. They are based on process models, defined at de-
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sign time by expert designers to capture constraints on the
execution of tasks, their assignment to end-users and their
mapping to resources.
Based on such pre-defined models, WfMSs then manage task
enactment at runtime, by instantiating several concurrent
processes (the so called cases), each one characterized by its
own set of input parameters, end-users, and resources.
While the explicit definition of business processes is becom-
ing more and more popular in the early phases of software
engineering, WfMSs cannot claim a comparable success and
popularity. Key problems are the intrinsic complexity of the
WfMSs themselves, but especially the excess of rigidity of
workflow enactment, which leaves no freedom to end-users
to ‘personalize’ processes and process activities to their spe-
cific needs, which enlarges the gap between business pro-
cesses models, humans and their activities [3]. This is es-
pecially true in all those organizational contexts where col-
laboration takes place within teams of people that have to
coordinate to reach a given goal, e.g., the release of some
artifact. One can think for example to the development of
team-based projects within a company, but also to the so-
called ‘learning-by-doing’, an increasingly diffused form of
learning through which individuals (e.g., students in univer-
sity, employees in organizations in different domains, com-
pany partners and customers, etc.) learn by working on a
project and sharing their activities with others peers.
In all the previous cases, collaboration processes are diffi-
cult to predict completely in advance, and should be flexible
enough to be adapted to the preferences of the individual
actors, and to the evolution of background knowledge and
competences. This is especially true when coordination of
activities from different actors is also required and implies
the definition of processes [3, 21]. Such processes are ‘light-
weight’, meaning that they do not show an intrinsic com-
plexity and, since they can hardly be completely predefined
at design time, generally exhibit an explosive number of al-
ternatives that depend on the specific needs of the involved
actors. Such alternatives may refer both to the coordination
flow of the different activities as well as to single activities,
which actors might want to configure and ‘personalize’ by
themselves. Such processes therefore escape the ability of
being fully modeled, as it happens for traditional business
processes [7].
At a larger vision, flexibility may also be intended as the
capability of a system to automatically discovery (and inte-
grate) new services/processes via intelligent methodologies
(e.g., [13, 14]).
To provide personalized activities means to understand the
user. User profiling has evolved to a mature technology that
is presented to us on a daily basis, especially in the Web
as we navigate and submit our personal information and
opinions to several search engines, e-commerce systems and
social networking sites that build the users profile. In this
field, collaborative filtering and social network analysis [17]
has been identified as the most prominent techniques on user
profiling. Fortunately most of these services provide APIs
for accessing the user information that they hold on their
servers (once approved by the user), giving to supplemen-
tary systems the possibility to reuse this data. The smart
use of this data provides at the same time broader and more
refined user profiles. In COOPER, we propose an approach
that facilitates: i) at design time, the definition of the ac-
tivity, and ii) at execution time, the user-based customiza-
tion of such adaptive activities. Especially considering that
software (and Web) development is increasingly moving to-
ward the possibility offered to users to mash-up their appli-
cations [4], our approach enables the composition of activity
through the reuse of ready to use resources (mashup compo-
nents), available in a local repository or even scouted on the
Web, creating a cross-application environment and enabling
the data interoperability from different resources.
The same mash-up paradigm is also offered to the end users
to customize their activities at execution time. The pro-
posed mechanism for the mash-up of activity capitalizes on
our previous experience on the development of mashup envi-
ronments, and its feasibility is therefore proved through the
adoption of the Mixup tool for mashup creation [24, 16].
Creating Mashups is the new trend of combining multiple
Web 2.0 applications where the ability to share user profiles
becomes essential for a better integration and cooperation
between single applications. By using mashed-up activities
COOPER achieves different levels of benefits: first during
design time by enabling the reuse of existing services and
cross application data; second, during running time, by sup-
porting user profiling and adaptive activities.
In this paper, we capitalize on a reference model for flexible
processes definition and execution, COOPER [11], which ef-
fectively supports the dynamic, user-based management of
adaptive collaboration processes. The main merit of the
COOPER approach is that users (i.e., process actors) are
provided with the ability to self-organize adaptive processes
that can be executed on the Web, by using a simple Web in-
terface, process templates, and an extensible library of activ-
ity types (mashups) already equipped with their Web front-
end, that can be used to personalize process templates and
create or modify processes even at run-time.
2. RELATEDWORKS
The most notable industrial efforts so far devoted to enhance
process flexibility have been done in the field of groupware.
Such applications support individual tasks (especially based
on email facilities), but offer very limited support to sustain
collaborative processes. They indeed provide a set of hard-
wired collaboration activities, and the extension of this set
to respond to unanticipated collaboration needs is difficult
or even impossible. This scenario often boosts end-users to
migrate from activities coded inside processes to short-lived
stand alone applications [12], disconnected from the pro-
cesses and therefore completely out of control without any
possibility to carry and share the information the user cre-
ates while working. This reality therefore also complicates
the will of team members to harvest knowledge and expe-
rience captured by their peers within their organization in
any available format.
Very few research approaches have so far dealt with the man-
agement of dynamic and flexible processes, focusing on the
ability of the process to be (partially) sketched at design
time, but not completely specified until runtime, and modi-
fied during its execution [7, 1, 8, 10].
Other related workflow management systems develop on the
idea of flexible and adaptive workflows [18, 20]. The basic
approach is to design rule-based workflows that consider the
outcome of the previous activities to guide the process in
different branches of the workflow. It is aligned with the
ideas in COOPER, however this adaptation is on the work-
flow level and not in the activity level. In these systems
the activities are not adaptive themselves. Differently from
COPPER, the possible workflow activities must be pre de-
fined on design time. In addition they fall short to connect
with the existing data available in the Web, thus lacking
potential and beneficial interoperability.
As mentioned, though many systems like COOPER support
flexible and extensible workflows, none has integrated the
user modeling techniques provided by nowadays Web 2.0 ap-
plications to explicit influence process activities and process
decisions. Beyond the benefits of flexible dynamic processes
we aim to provide adaptive processes and activities through
the employment of existing available user data, exploiting
online existing Web 2.0 resources.
Whereas most of the Web services provide access to the user
data and the exchange of login credentials is already facil-
itated by initiatives such as OpenID , still in most cases,
users need to build their user profiles from scratch for every
application. The combination of the different user profiles
can be easily managed by the so-called mashup applications.
To facilitate the exchange and the interoperability of user
profiles, a common semantic is needed to align the differ-
ent data descriptions [4]. General User Model Ontology
(GUMO) [19] or Friend of a Friend (FOAF) [9] are possible
options for this task, as both descriptions aim to generalize
and unify user profiles. However, pre-defined and static user
profile ontologies will never cover the diverse needs of user’s
customizable applications since ontologies have the natural
growing behavior over time. As a result we believe that
such shared models should not follow specific ontologies re-
strictions, instead it should be grown upon, starting from
successful implementations in specific systems [22].
Up to date works have discussed the best possible approaches
to integrate decentralized user profiles [2] involving, first, a
lingua franca, an agreement between all parties on a com-
mon representation and semantics [23]. However due to the
amount of systems and different user models such model
has never been wide accepted as seen in CUMULATE [25]
or PersonIs [6]. A second, more flexible, option consists in
the conversion of the user profile data stream. This allows
different information providers to communicate on the same
platform wherein the result information is not restricted to
one specific set of systems [5]. As we have seen in [2] we can
achieve this goal by simply integrating mashup components.
3. THE COOPER PLATFORM
COOPER is a collaborative, open environment that lever-
ages on the idea of flexible, user-centric process support.
Its most salient feature is that it allows cooperating team
members (i.e., the platform end-users) to dynamically de-
fine collaborative processes, on the basis of the team’s pre-
ferred procedures, and easily modify the planned processes,
to cope with the evolution of individuals as well as of the
whole team.
Giving the end-users the possibility to define and modify
their processes requires the system to offer easy-to-use def-
inition interfaces, able to guide team members in the com-
position of processes without requiring any specific knowl-
edge and expertise on process design. Guiding inexperienced
users requires that the system be ‘aware’ of the semantics of
the domain where processes must be executed. Such aware-
ness can be achieved by means of libraries of pre-defined
activity types, able to reflect and support the possible tasks
that users might need to coordinate and execute in a given
context. In this section we will further describe the archi-
tecture, the concepts behind COOPER platform and how to
employ external data streams as for example the user profile
data for user profile based activities.
3.1 Activities
All the activities provided in COOPER platform in our pre-
vious works were predefined atomic activities that aimed to
cover all the possible tasks that are performed on a regular
basis during project work and that could be reusable in sev-
eral process contexts. Our atomic activities library could be
classified in four different categories, namely teamwork plan-
ning, resource management, communication, and reviewing
and assessing [10]. However, due to the uncountable possi-
bilities of process definitions, a closed corpus of activities will
never be enough to support all the users’ requirements. In
this sense, to make the model and the platform more flex-
ible we extend the atomic activities idea into customable
activities. Therefore users may define their own activities
for their processes. It is up to the model to support such
flexibility, and up to the platform to provide easy means to
create them.
We define an activity as a tuple
T =< Name,HT, P i >, where:
• Name is the name of the domain-specific activity type;
• HT is the activity type’s hypertext front-end, which is
used as user interface for the execution of the activ-
ity. Each time an instance of a particular activity type
is executed, the user is provided with the predefined
hypertext portion;
• Pi represents the set of properties that characterize the
activity (e.g., start and end date).
Activity types therefore represent the definition of process
tasks, that are regularly performed by users to collaborate,
and that can be used for the definition of collaborative pro-
cesses. Their definition implies associating the task with a
hypertext front-end, which is used as user interface for the
execution of the activity. Some atomic activities have a gen-
eral nature (e.g., those related to the management of doc-
uments), and can therefore be adopted in several domains
where collaborative processes are required. Some other ac-
tivities may however be particular for specific contexts and
their identification requires an investigation of the addressed
domain.
Starting from a library of activity types, the system guides
the composition of sound, ‘well-structured’ processes [15].
In [11] we show how the offered mechanisms for process def-
inition guarantee the semantically correct execution and ter-
mination of process instances, and the possibility to easily
(flexibly) modify processes even during runtime. Providing
guarantees on the process semantics aims at assisting the
continuous re-definition or evolution of running processes
by users that in most cases are inexperienced.
3.2 User profile based activities
So far the concerns of the model have been on the user-
activities modeling process and user’s interactions. Combin-
ing the new flexibility of customizable tasks through mashups
and the maturity of user modeling and Web personalization
technologies, COOPER offers a transparent method of cre-
ating user profile based activities. Former activities in the
platform relied primarily in user’s interactions, i.e. whether
the user completed a task in the workflow process or not.
With the new approach, we bring to the platform, activities
that first adapt to the user, and second, conditional activi-
ties that may not require explicit user interactions. In both
cases it depends only on the user’s characteristics i.e. the
user’s profile.
Although it may be seen as an obvious possibility - to create
tasks that vary according to each user - this feature was
not transparent to the users during the designing process
and lacked the interoperability that can be provided by the
employment of flexible mash-ups of RSS-based user data
streams. During design time the user can explicitly create
activities that are based on the user’s profile that will handle
the task. User adapted activities consist in tasks that require
the user profile data stream as input. This input will adapt
a task according to user’s preferences, characteristics, past
activities or any profile data. Each task may be already pre-
configured for each user with predefined inputs and/or pre
defined courses of actions.
A second type of user profile based activities is the User
conditional activities. These activities not necessarily re-
quire user interaction. They describe activities that restrict
user access according to his/her profile (e.g. user profile
determines that he/she may not have access to a user con-
ditional task until some level of requirement is achieved).
Furthermore these activities also define workflow branches
to be followed by each user (again according to the user
profile). Once the platform is a collaborative environment,
many users interact with the same process workflow and it is
indispensable that each one have a different set of personal
tasks and activities.
Instead of building our own user profile which may requires
a lot of input and repetitive work from the users, providing
activities that merge existing online user’s profile is a clear
benefit for both system and user. For example, a mashup
might gather and align user data from different social net-
working services in order to create a more comprehensive
user profile during process runtime. It is a clear benefit to
reuse such information for user adapted and user conditional
activities since more is known about the user and less effort
is required. In later sections we will explain how the plat-
form supports flexible mashups not only in the context of
user profiling.
3.3 Templates
In COOPER, a further support to process definition is given
by the availability of process templates, i.e., process models
that include the possibility of tagging some of the activi-
ties as mandatory. Mandatory activities must be executed
in any legal enactment of the process (hence, for example,
they cannot be directly or recursively included within dis-
junctive steps). When a template is copied into a process,
the process inherits these constraints; therefore, mandatory
template activities cannot be removed from such processes,
neither due to their deletions, nor due to the creation of
steps such that the mandatory activity can be bypassed.
Moreover, if mandatory activities are related by a prece-
dence relationship, then that precedence relationship must
be preserved when the process is modified [11]. Setting an
activity as mandatory is a choice of the template designer,
who can constrain the way in which all processes derived
from the template may evolve.
3.4 Architecture
Figure 1 illustrates how the features described in the previ-
ous section are composed into one comprehensive Web plat-
form where different modules interoperate and make use of
data and metadata. Process definition is performed via a
process editor, a Web frontend that makes use of a pre-
defined activity type library and, possibly, of existing pro-
cess/template models. Process execution is performed via
the COOPER’s collaboration environment, which leverages
on the hypertext front-ends of the predefined activity types
to allow users to produce and consume process data in form
of resources stored in the resource repository. Process ad-
vancement is then governed by the stored process defini-
tions, which are interpreted during process execution by a
dedicated process engine that contains the necessary appli-
cation logic to maintain the running processes’ metadata
and, hence, to drive the activity flow in the collaboration
environment. During the execution of a process, it is pos-
sible to check the status of the process and of the single
activities composing the process by means of the process
monitor. Figure 1 also highlights the competences of the
individual actors in the COOPER platform. The activity
designer identifies and designs the activity types that are
available in the platform. The process designer then instan-
tiate the activities types and defines process templates. The
process designer can also be a team leader that wants to
organize the work of his/her team. The users then perform
the actual work or learning tasks. Users can also play the
role of process designers. They are indeed enabled to de-
fine new processes by extending templates, or by composing
new models from scratch. They are in any case allowed to
modify template based process definitions during runtime,
after the process has been launched, with the only limit of
not violating the template constraints that the process may
hold by definition.
3.5 Mashups
Despite the advantages that activity types introduce for the
definition of flexible processes, the development of activi-
ties, as proposed by the COOPER approach, is still a time-
consuming aspect, which requires Web developers to pro-
duce and integrate new Web pages required for the accom-
plishment of the activity. Activity types are strongly inte-
grated within the application logics (they are pieces of the
application front-end). Therefore, the introduction of new
activity types requires extending the application code and
releasing and deploying a new version of the platform. Since
it is evident the difficulty of providing libraries of atomic ac-
Figure 1: COOPER framework’s architecture, supporting the definition and execution of flexible processes.
tivities able to cover all the possible and future needs of
end-users, it is necessary to provide easy mechanisms to ex-
tend the library through external services and Web pages.
Given the current emerging trend in Web applications devel-
opment, we here explore the use of mashups to facilitate the
definition and integration of new user activities in the pro-
cess. We also let process designers and end-users to easily
customize such activities during process execution.
A mashup is a Web application that combines services com-
ing from heterogeneous sources [15]. When combined in a
mashup, services not initially conceived to coexist with oth-
ers allow users to have insights and make decisions based on
the resulting combined data, generally conveyed through a
single Web page. In our approach a mashup can be thought
of as equivalent to a process node, i.e., an activity in a col-
laborative process. A process can thus incorporate one or
more mashups. The next sections describe the mechanisms
that we have defined for integrating process design and pro-
cess engine on one side, and mashup models and tools on
the other side.
3.6 Container Activities
To achieve the goal of integrating external mashups with
process tools, we extend the Activity Type library with a
new type: the Container Activity. It is a ‘generics’, based on
two main concepts: (1) it exposes some properties that are
required for its integration within a process (e.g., start and
end time, enrolled process actors, etc.), and therefore can be
used for process definition; (2) it is a generic container that
can encapsulate user-defined mashups and, more in general,
any user-defined Web page.
While defining a process, one or more CAs can be used when
the ready-to-use activity types do not match the require-
ments of some user activities. The process designer can de-
fine a mashup (see next section) and encapsulate it within
the container, by simply specifying the local or external URI
of the application. Furthermore, s/he can characterize the
output modality during the configuration of the activity, i.e.
for external URI the explicitly output resource declaration
to be produced, while for local URI the automatically defi-
nition of a resource as activity output. Such automation for
local URI is reached using the abstract model of Mixup (see
next section); within the abstract model it is possible to de-
fine which parameters of the components will be considered
output of the activity and then automatically insert them
into a textual resource as activity output. In details, a spe-
cific tag < output > will be inserted in the abstract model
any time the parameter of an event (see next section) of in-
terest will be part of the output of the activity. At run time
the Integration Engine will recognize such tag and will put
into a textual resource the parameter values. This resource
will be input of the next activities.
The encapsulation of the actual application supporting the
activity execution can even be delayed at run-time: the pro-
cess designer just configures the container properties that
are necessary for process enactment, e.g., the enrolled user,
the resources to be produced as activity output, and so on.
The actual mashup for the activity execution can be encap-
sulated during the process execution by the enrolled actor.
3.7 Mashup Definition
When a process designer needs to instantiate a container
activity with an external mashup s/he may use two different
Figure 2: Yahoo!Pipes workbench interface with a User Pipe that gathers user profile data from multiple
online social networks.
solutions: i) to create a mashup from scratch or ii) to reuse
a mashup gathered from an external composition (or any
other ready-to-use Web application).
In the first case, we assume the adoption of Mixup [15, 24],
a mashup tool that supports integration at the presenta-
tion level, that is, component’s integration by combining
their presentation front-ends, rather than their application
logic or data. The goal is to build composite, integrated ap-
plications that leverage the components’ individual UIs to
produce composite applications, the mashups, possibly with
rich and highly interactive user interfaces. Communication
and synchronization among components mainly consists of
event notifications by one or more components, which trig-
ger operations into other components, causing a change in
their state. In the Mixup editor, this is specified by simply
drag&drop components in a canvas, and by specifying the UI
integration logic visually drawing connections among com-
ponents. Managing such communication is possible thanks
to some descriptors for components and composition.
In Mixup each component is characterized by an abstract
model that describes the components ingredients useful for
the integration within the mashup, namely events, opera-
tions, and properties, which allow the component to expose
its state and configuration parameters. Conceptually, a com-
ponent is indeed characterized by a state, which defines what
the composite application can see and control in terms of
changes to the UI. The state can be complex and consist
of multiple attributes (e.g., map location and zoom level).
Events allow notification of state changes, while operations
allow for querying and modifications of the state.
Within our integrated platform, once the mashup appli-
cation is created, the Mixup execution engine stores it in
a Mashup Library, where it can be then associated to a
Container Activity within a process definition. The newly
achieved activity type can be then reused for further process
definitions; depending on the permissions set by the creator,
it can also be shared with other users. The integration of
a mashup gathered from an external composition tool (as
for example Yahoo!Pipes ) requires linking the CA with the
external URI of the mashup.
Another feature enhancing flexibility is the possibility to
modify the created Container Activities. Once the process is
running and one Container Activity is ready for execution,
the system gives the enrolled users the option to personal-
ize the mashups associated with the activity. The initial
mashup definition works as a template, which holds the in-
dication about what can be changed. For each mashup built
with Mixup, it is indeed possible to define which elements
are optional and which are mandatory, by means of suit-
able tags introduced into the components’ descriptors. This
gives some guarantees about the validity of the process, even
when the end-user introduces some changes.
3.8 User Profile Mashups
By supporting the free design of activities, COOPER en-
ables deduction of user profiles also by mashing up different
data streams in RDF or RSS-format by for example utiliz-
ing Yahoo!Pipes. Processing the RSS data by utilizing Ya-
hoo!Pipes enables the usage of a huge amount of structured
user data on the web. Different RSS streams are syndicated
to so-called User Pipes [2].
A container activity mashup can simply be the output of
some user pipe. To help creating these pipes, the Yahoo
Pipe editor, provides an easy drag&drop user interface to
process, combine, and perform various operations on data
streams. It allows the common non expert semantic user
to visually create profile reasoners. The benefit of this ap-
proach is that these user profile streams can be reused to
build other reasoners. Yahoo Pipe editor permits the shar-
ing of the pipes with the community. Potential ‘pipes cre-
ators’ are able to reuse and extend existing published pipes
which, in our focus, allows for flexible and extensible user
pipes.
Figure 2 shows the Yahoo Pipes editor interface and a user
pipe that combines information from different Social Me-
dia services. In this example the user pipe retrieves and
combines in a single RSS streams selected from Facebook
user status update, blog feeds, news searches, Twitter posts,
Last.fm user updates, Flickr updated photos and Youtube
updated videos. Yahoo Pipe editor not only provides the
interoperability of these data providers but also a variety of
logical operations to process the information and build the
desired structured output.
By combining mashups and thus enabling the use of the
so called user pipes, COOPER reaches a new level in the
field of Workflow Management Systems, providing not only
interoperability with Web resources as mashable activities
but also the potential benefit of user adapted activity and
user conditional activity.
4. ENGINE INTEGRATION
At run time, the integration between the process execution
engine and the mashup engine is achieved thanks to an in-
termediate module, in charge of activating the execution
of mashups (both internally and externally defined) when
a user activity corresponding to a CA must be executed.
As shown in Figure 3, when a CA occurs as Select Hotel,
the Builder module (a servlet) queries the internal reposi-
tory looking for the mashup associated with the current CA.
Then the Builder servlet composes the standard CA layout
with the HTML/Javascript content of the mashup. Finally,
the so-instantiated CA is presented to the user for execution.
During the execution of the activity:
• The Mixup middleware manages the execution of the
mashup. It ensures component communication by means
of an event broker supervising a set of event listeners
that map state change events, generated by one com-
ponent, onto operations (i.e. state change requests) of
other components.
• The Builder module then manages the process vari-
ables and resources that are manipulated by the cur-
rent CA and that need to be preserved for succes-
sive activities. For example, it provides support to
the application client for all the operations with the
server filesystem, such as saving and updating a re-
source (e.g., file), and saving the status activity. In
addition, it is in charge to store all the parameters of
an event mashup tagged with < output > in a textual
resource as output activity.
• The Modifier module enables the change of optional
components, preventing that one for the mandatory
components. Mixup will let the user add new compo-
nents, which will be stored with policy optional. In
case of changes, Modifier will be in charge to update
the XML files.
5. USE CASE SCENARIO
To better understand our approach, we will consider two
simple scenarios that require the collaboration of multiple
actors. We will describe firstly with a non-adaptive approach
and later we will demonstrate how the user profile based ac-
tivities can be beneficial for the process, tuning the scenario
into an adaptive workflow process with adaptive activities.
5.1 Scenario I-A
In the first scenario imagine a team leader wants to suggest
to team components some events e.g., conferences to attend.
Team components select one conference and search for a
hotel in the event location. Later, they ask the organization
treasurer for the monetary availability. As represented in
Figure 3, the process is composed by three activities: (1) an
activity is related to the team leader who has to suggest a
listing of conferences to attend; (2) a CA associated to the
employee, who must select the conference and book a hotel;
(3) an activity associated to the Treasurer, who has to check
the cash and allocate, if available, the amount request. The
treasurer will conclude the activity with a confirmation or
negation message sent to the employee.
Suppose that the definition of this process requires the in-
clusion of a CA for the hotel booking activity and that the
corresponding activity can be supported by four components
that we suppose are already registered in the platform: the
service ”Find a Conference” supplying the list of the con-
ferences indexed by DBWorld, the service ”Hotel Retrieve”
supplying a list of hotels for a given place of interest, the
Flickr.NET component to display the images for a given
hotel, and Google Maps to show the directions to a given
address or point of interest. When the user selects a confer-
ence from the conference listing component, the hotel listing
will be updated and will display all the hotels in that area,
the image displayer will show an image of the selected hotel
while the map will display its location.
5.2 Scenario I-B
Figure 3: Integration framework.
For the adaptive version of the scenario imagine we have a
Container Activity that consists in a User Pipe that gather
user information provided by LinkedIn (a business-oriented
professional social network popular among researchers). With
the information from each team member, the first activity
‘suggest a listing of conferences to attend’ could be auto-
matically performed by the system as the CA for the con-
ference list would be adapted to each user’s preference (user
adapted activity). The team leader has no long the burden
of suggesting upcoming conferences for each one of the team
members. The same is applied to the hotel selection once
the listed hotels are according to the conference date and
location. In addition, the users’ history of previous hotels’
chains choices and other users’ preferences can be applied to
reduce the recall of options while increasing the precision.
5.2.1 Scenario II-A
In a second scenario imagine a team working in a business
project that requires the involvement of professionals from
different fields. A first version project proposal must be ap-
proved by the team leader at certain point of time. After
that, there must be a i) proper description of the necessary
technical work, ii) a description of the material and people
involved, iii) a description of costs and iv) a description of
the marketing planning. After these activities, a new activ-
ity is assigned to the team leader to review all the documen-
tation to continue the project development.
Suppose that the definition of the CA is a mashup utilizing
Google Docs API , allowing document editing and versioning
control. The same CA can be reused for the four activities
previously listed if the necessary actions are the same; how-
ever each activity refers to a very specific group of team
members. So it is up to the team leader to approve the
proposal in the first instance and later assign the following
activities to team members - notice that this is a split ac-
tivity in the workflow that turns the process in 4 different
parallel sub-processes. Continuing in each activity, devel-
opers would document the technical issues, technicians and
personal would describe the necessary material and people,
treasurer would calculate the finances and the marketing
members would describe market strategies. Once each team
has finished each respective assignment, the workflow joints
back together to an approval activity for the team leader.
5.2.2 Scenario II-B
In this scenario, the four activities that come after the same
single split activity are not requirements to each other, nei-
ther they are executed by the same individuals. The split
activity is not an ordinary conditional activity - conditional
activities depend on the output of an activity to choose the
next step. Here it is a split activity that doesn’t exploit any
computational power from the system. After the end of this
activity the team leader must assign team members (one by
one) to each of the following activities.
Exploiting the CA approach, it is possible to create along-
side of the project proposal approval mashup, one User Pipe
mashup that accesses the company’s team member’s profile.
This can be merged with online profiles from each user for
a better profile reasoning. Now the team leader has the
necessary information and the ability to define conditional
activities that redirect the team members based on their pro-
files. The burden of assigning each team member (or groups
of team members) to each next activity in the workflow be-
comes an automatic system matching decision according to
the rules defined by the leader.
For the next activities, each team member, when logged, is
automatically assigned to the appropriate activity (one or
more) according to his/her profile. In the workflow outlook
there is not a simple split activity anymore. The mashed up
activity combines user identity and the system’s computa-
tional capability in profile reasoning to create the previously
described user conditional activity.
6. CONCLUSIONS
In this paper, we have presented the basic ideas behind
COOPER: a reference model for flexible processes defini-
tion and execution, together with its platform which allows,
through the use of mashup technologies, to create user per-
sonalized process activities. We have extended the idea of
the mashups activities to exploit the power of the avail-
able Web 2.0 data (and combine it) to enhance and provide
adaptability on the workflow level. Through mashups ac-
tivities we demonstrated how it is possible to combine and
make use of online user profiles (user pipes) in the process.
These possibilities lead us to extend COOPER activities li-
brary with user profile based activities. Once it is feasible
the reasoning of existing online user profiles we can reuse and
apply this knowledge at the workflow level to i) guide the
subject user through a split into different paths in the work-
flow (user conditional activity) and ii) prescribe the user
activities pre-configured to the user’s preferences or needs
(user adapted activity).
COOPER is an ongoing work which is advancing to the new
flexibility provided by the web services and mashups. Our
first evaluations covering the creation of process and the use
of mashups activities has shown us significant results on pro-
ductivity impact, however the collected data and interviews
were before the introduction of user profile based activities,
thus out of the scope of this paper.
In our current stage we are working on improving the us-
ability of user interfaces at design time and the evaluation
of the proposed user profile based activities. Moreover we
aim to provide basic user pipes for common process manages
scenarios and have it public accessible through Yahoo!Pipes.
From our future results we expect to find additional require-
ments and success factors for building a new class of Adap-
tive Workflow Management System that aggregates the well
known Workflow Management System and Adaptive Sys-
tems.
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